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SES CASE STUDY

The ability to build a complex Benefit Administration program and provide multi-state benefit 
counselors on short notice played a key role in Strategic Enrollment Service’s (SES) enrollment 
process for a large, multi-state manufacturer with 800 employees.

Complex Logistics

With manufacturing plants in Michigan, Ohio, Texas, Arkansas and Missouri, the client had employees 
being represented by several different unions.  Business rules had to be addressed within the 
BenAdmin system to reflect the unions and their individual rules.  There were five different Medical 
plans that had to built in addition to two Dental plans, two Vision plans, Medical and Dependent 
Care Flexible Spending Account (FSA) as well as a Limited Use FSA.  In addition, HSA Medical, 
Critical Illness and Accident plans were brand new to the client and their employees.  Clearly, a 
well-trained enrollment firm was required to properly implement these products and ensure a 
clear, concise message. 

During a busy fourth quarter, the system had to be built and tested and enrollers trained within a 
tight four-week timeline.

“We had to build a very complex enrollment system with technology that is based on individual
 unions and contracts.  This wasn’t a cookie cutter approach. It was very detailed.  It was the most 
complex technology build we have ever had,” said Owner/Partner Matt Dodds.  “We built it in
 three weeks.  In 10 business days, we enrolled all but 8 employees.”

The SES team had weekly calls with the client, broker and carrier representatives to ensure the 
timeline was being met.  The last step in the process was the in-house training session for the 
enrollment team which included the client and broker to answer any questions.  An enrollment 
template by location was also provided by SES to ensure the time spent on site was maximized 
due to the tight timeline to complete.  In addition, enrollers had to be well versed in all plans as 
they were moving across five states and six different locations to conduct the enrollments.  Lastly, 
the SES call center was opened for two days to follow-up with those employees who missed their 
meeting time. The call center was the final solution to a complex enrollment.

“Our biggest commodity is our adaptability and flexibility,” Dodds said. “We are a relatively small 
company, but we are big on providing proven technologies and building relationships with our 
companies.  We were able to handle a large, multi-state project like this, because we are hands-on 
from the onset of the project and committed to providing a smooth, efficient enrollment process 
for employees and the company.”



Results

SES enrolled all benefit-eligible employees within the given timeframe using on-site benefit counselors 
and then the SES call center as follow-up.

The Accident plan had 45% participation and the Critical Illness had 38% participation. 
Multiple emails were sent to SES leadership from the client praising the support of SES benefit 
counselors provided their employees.

For example, “In summary, the enroller was knowledgeable about our open enrollment benefits 
and maintained the meeting schedule. She is professional, friendly, and approachable, which 
made our employees feel comfortable meeting with her to enroll.  She did a great job!”

And another, “I received a call from our HR Generalist in Missouri. She was very pleased 
with the Enrollment Specialist assigned to them and how smooth the process went. She and 
our office employees were quite happy with the open enrollment process this year.”

Technology and flexibility, teamed with knowledgeable professionals, made this multi-state 
enrollment process run seamlessly with outstanding results.
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